
MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE COWES HARBOUR COMMISSION ADVISORY COMMITTEE HELD 
ON FRIDAY 6TH DECEMBER 2013 AT THE HARBOUR OFFICE, TOWN QUAY AT 14:30HRS. 

 

Present:  
B Willows- (BW)- UKSA and Chairman 
A Wilkins – (AW) -Medina Combined Clubs & Vice-Chairman 
R Barton- (RB) - CCC and Class Associations 
M Carter – (MC_ -Red Funnel 
P Dickson- (PD) -Cowes week Ltd  
L Edmonston- (LE) - Isle of Wight Council  
S McIntosh – (SM) Cowes Harbour Master  
M McNeil (McN)- Cowes Town Council  
J Pridham- (JP) - Cowes Yacht Haven and Cowes Water Front Trust  
S Samson – (SS) -Cowes Commercial operators) 
P. Taylor – (PT) -CCC and Class Association) 
M Townsend- (MT) - East Cowes Marina  
 
In Attendance: Mrs A Pocock (Minutes)   Mrs C. Suckling (CHC) 
 
1. Apologies 
Apologies for absence were received from: 
Bob Milner – CCC and Class associations - Peter Taylor attending  
Alex Minns – IOW council – Lawrence Edmonston attending  
Morris Barton – East Cowes Town council  
Jeremy Pocock – Cowes Business Association  
John Corby – Cowes Town Council – Mark McNeil – attending   
Nick Sice – Cowes Commercial operators – Steve Samson attending 
Morris Barton, Ray Redrup - Medina Combined Clubs – Adrian Wilkins attending  
 
2. Minutes 
 
Consideration was given to the Minutes of the last meeting which were agreed and approved as a 
correct record. 
 
3. Matters Arising 
 
There were two main issues resulting from the Minutes of the last meeting as follows: 
 
A) Whitegates Pontoon 
 
The meeting was informed that the matter of Whitegates which was previously being dealt with by 
Stuart Love at the Council had now recently been taken over by Alex Minns – Stuart having left the 
IWC. 
 
LE informed the Committee that he would be looking into the matter in detail and asked for any 
particular issues to be raised at the meeting.  Several members raised the issue of the lack of correct 
signage to clarify whose ownership the area came under at present as well as a clear indication of 
the hazards that are in situ - such as the many abandoned boats and debris that had accumulated on 
and around the foreshore, which appeared to have become a major dumping ground.  



SM also reported that, having carried out a site visit that morning, the jetty and the railings were 
also found to be in bad repair.  This was an added concern as the general public have access to the 
foreshore and jetty and, in the summer months especially, the present state of the area was inviting 
an accident.  LE advised that a structural surveyor was to be asked to visit and advise on the 
appropriate work required to make the structure safe.  
 
LE sought guidance from the committee as to the appropriate signage regarding the public use of 
the pontoon, jetty and foreshore, and was informed that cautionary wording should be used.  
However, under CHC General Directions’ for the use of the fairway, a sign clearly stating the 
swimming was prohibited at all times would be essential.   
SM suggested that the IWC contact him for guidance on the exact wording.   
LE acknowledged that signs should be prepared as a matter of urgency and welcomed the guidance 
of CHC in the process. 
 
LE then advised the meeting that the IWC Legal department had investigated the Crown Estates 
lease under which the pier was held and produced a paper on the current and ongoing management 
of Whitegates which LE then read out.  The question was then put to the CHC as to whether they 
would consider taking over the management of Whitegates at any point to which SM stated that the 
whole area would require clearing up with repairs carried out and an in-depth review of the lease 
would need to be undertaken.  
 
Resolved that: 
 
(a) a structural survey be arranged for the pontoon and railings and necessary works be advised the 

make it safe; (ACTION: IWC) 
(b) the foreshore be cleaned up as soon as possible; (ACTION: IWC) 
(c) signage be erected with immediate effect to the hazards of both the jetty , foreshore and seabed; 

(ACTION: IWC) 
(d) signage be drafted and guidance taken from CHC regarding public access and prohibitions; 

(ACTION: IWC and CHC) 
(e) a maintenance schedule be drawn up and provided to CHC; (ACTION: IWC) 
(f)  CHC to report on maintenance to the next meeting. 
 
At this point, LE left the meeting due to having a prior engagement 
 
B) River Water Quality 
 
SM and BW reported to the meeting that they had been unable to meet with the Environment 
Agency and Southern Water.  However the Estuaries Officer had produced a baseline document 
identifying, the number of outfalls, discharges etc and outlining the key issues and objectives 
identified by CHC and the Estuaries Committe.  S.M. confirmed he was now looking to schedule a 
meeting with Environmental Agency, S. Water etc. to discuss the findings and take guidance and 
would invite a representative of the Advisory Committee.                                  
                                                                                                                             ACTION:  S.M 
 
4.  Motor  Yacht  “Kahu”  incident 
 
SM reported to the meeting that, as the largest moored motor yacht in Cowes, the fire and resulting 
significant incident provided many challenged for both CHC, emergency services and other 
authorities.  He then went on to show the meeting a power point presentation of the various stages 
of the operation and provided a summary of the incident and actions.. S.M. commented that whilst 



it was disappointing not to have extinguished the fire in time to save the vessel it was the fire service 
that had primacy with respect to the firefighting actions , From the initial reports of smoke at 
13:00hrs to the eventual sinking of the hull at 22:00hrs, actions had prevented the fire spreading to 
other vessels, and, despite 10tonnes of marine diesel being on board, due to the swift deployment 
of a spillage boom, environmental damage was kept to a minimum. S.M confirmed that the primacy 
responsibility transferred from the fire brigade to the harbour authority as soon as it had been 
determined that the vessel would sink and the incident transferred to an oil pollution and salvage 
operation.  The meeting was informed of the management of the oil pollution and salvage operation 
by S.M. who also confirmed that as part of this operation the Solent Environment Group was 
activated that had 22 different organisations represented and was managed by daily conference 
calls.  
Several members made comment that this event had raised the question of why there is no 
waterborne fire-fighting capability available in Cowes. AW stated that several of the MCC members 
had sent emails regarding this question and SM informed the meeting that this would be raised at 
the wash-up meeting with all the organisations concerned in the near future. JP and MT expressed 
interest in attending this meeting. 
 
5. Outer Harbour Project - CHC update 
 
The meeting asked for an update as to the latest position on the Outer Harbour Breakwater Project.  
SM informed the Committee that tenders from the shortlisted companies had been received and 
that these have been reviewed with the first interviews having been concluded.  Further evaluations 
were due to take place and a contractor would be appointed by the end of January 2014.  Members 
of the committee raised the question of the impact of the exclusion and construction zones on 
racing during the season. SM stated that the zones would be quite clearly marked out but that the 
mooring or anchoring of construction vessels outside of the exclusion zone could not be ruled out, 
although these would be of substantial size and could be navigated around.  He also went on to state 
that the contractors would be asked to make allowances for the navigational needs of RIR and 
Cowes Week and would be invited to discussion with the Clubs regarding other times and routes.  He 
re-iterated the importance of the two zones for safety reasons as the hazard to yachts would be 
initially unseen as the construction would be below the surface. 
 
SM went on to explain that the building of the breakwater was more complex than most people 
realised as the variances in the seabed would mean that a phased construction would be required 
with settlement periods between each - meaning that the whole process may not be complete until 
the end of 2015.  
 
6. East Cowes Marina Development and possible Slipway Access  
 
With regards to the plans for the new East Cowes Outer Harbour marina development an outline 
tender  proposal  for the East Cowes land and marina was being drawn up by the HCA and an 
announcement was due to be made in the not too distant future regarding the start of a tendering 
process.      It  was   noted   that   the   IWC’s   decision   to   discount   a   public   slipway   had resulted in many 
complaints but without a representative from the Council being available, further Committee 
discussions regarding this would need to be phased into a future meeting. 
 
SM will report back to the Advisory Committee on the progress of these matters. 
 
 
 
 



7. General Directions Consultation 
 
Consideration was given to the new general harbour directions as issued to all members.  SM drew 
the  Committee’s  attention  to  the  highlighted  areas  of  the  document  which  he  stated  had  also  been  
considered in detail by the RYA and members of the CHAC working group on the 5th December 
2013. 
 
Several questions were raised regarding the amendments which, in the main, were to do with the 
breakwater construction and exclusion zones.  
 SM also provided clarity on the proposed G.D. 3.17 to the Committee that the triangular mooring 
area south of the new breakwater, and bounded by the fairway and small craft channel will be a no 
go area for the safety of moored craft. This exclusion zone would be a prohibited area unless it was 
entered to pick up or leave a mooring or in an emergency e.g. as refuge from the Red Funnel 
ferry/Red Jet. 
 
The question of the draught in the small craft channel was raised to which SM informed the meeting 
that CHC were looking into the need for dredging in this area.  Also of concern was the width of the 
channel in the event of the ferry and boats meeting, but this was covered in the earlier exclusion 
zone clarification.  
 
Comments were then aired regarding how to advise visiting boats using the harbour of the new 
directives and how to best let everyone know of the restrictions.  It was mutually agreed that a 
safety booklet should be included in all race directions  
 
SM concluded by informing all members that, as the statutory consultation period was due to end 
on 15th December and all comments received to date had been resolved to the satisfaction of all 
parties, it would be safe to include after the consulatation period had expired.   the new directives in 
proposed publications and racing instructions for 2014. 
8. Destination Cowes 
 
JP of CYH informed the meeting that, rather disappointingly, despite this idea being resurrected 
some three months previous, only four organisations had pledged representation to the scheme, 
namely CHC, CYH, UKSA and Red Funnel.  The Chairman concurred that the lack of agreement in 
principle was not good for Cowes as a whole.  It was muted that the Clubs wanted more information 
on what they would gain from the initiative and for their funding as they had not seen a business 
plan.  The Chairman stated that the purpose of the most recent correspondence was to clarify this 
but, if the point of the initiative had been misunderstood, suggested that a face to face meeting be 
held with the Clubs to explain in detail the objective of the idea. 
 
Cowes Town Council believed that the initiative was for the waterside only, but both the Chairman 
and SM re-assured them that it was to bring the whole of Cowes together as one e.g. High Street 
traders, CBA, waterside operations to promote Cowes as a destination for everyone, not just for 
yachting. 
 
It was agreed that a meeting with the Clubs the Town Council and CBA would be a good idea to 
clarify the proposed objectives and to dispel any misgivings/misconceptions that may have arisen. 
 
Resolved that: a meeting be set up as soon as possible to clarify the Destination Cowes objectives. 
(ACTION Jon Pridham and Ben Willows) 
 
9. Any Other Business 



 
The Chairman asked around the table for any other business that had not been formally requested 
on the agenda from which the following arose: 
 
Cowes Week – PD - Cowes Week Limited informed the meeting that the entries for 2013 were only 
fractionally up on the previous year.  CWL thought that the increase of accommodation and berthing 
prices that happen for Cowes Week were promoting a negative image of the event and the town. It 
was noted that East Cowes Marina had reduced their prices for berthing for the 2014 event and that 
this was due to be advertised on their website.   
 
Trinity Landing – the question was raised as to when this will be back in use.  SM  advised that it will 
be back in situ by 1st April 2014. 
 
Cowes Week Trademark – some members raised concerns about the trademarking of Cowes Week 
and how it would impact upon traders etc.  The Committee were informed by P.D. that the 
trademark was taken out merely to secure the name for the event and that CWL had no intention of 
taking advantage of the use of the brand name.  As there had been concerns aired on the High Street 
etc. it was planned that a working group would be set up to discuss the concerns about the use of 
the name on 9 January 2014. 
 
Thank you – a thank you was made to all members from CHC and the Chairman for the assistance 
given to CHC in what has been a challenging year. 
 
10. Date of Next Meeting 
 
7 March 2014 at 14:30hours. 


